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Summary: I recently helped someone to subtitle a
TV series, and this tutorial give you a quick way
how to subtitle a TV show with MP4 files. The SRT
format is the simplest and most popular file
format of the 3-D video and video on the web,
especially for Chinese IPTV viewers. Download &
install SRTSubtitles 2.5 on a Linux system and put
the SRT file into the /home/mr/SRTSubtitles/data
directory. Open & edit /srts/srtfile.srt and then
click on the 'Reload' icon at the top of the main
menu screen. Subtitles may be added to an MP4
file in two steps: If the file does not contain text
subtitles already, select the file and click “Open
with Subtitle Editor”. Then, go back to the main
MediaTomb window. A text file with the
subtitle=filename attribute will appear. The
simplest method to add subtitles to MP4 is to use
YouTube to download subtitles. After you can
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smoothly play the video on YouTube, you can
follow the instructions below to download the SRT
format. In addition, you can also download the
other three subtitle formats with the same
method. After downloading, you can check the
MP4 files created from above process. In addition
to the method above, you can also use others to
add subtitles to MP4. First of all, you need to
download the video to play. After that, you can
use a subtitle editing tool to add subtitles to the
MP4. If you can find an easy to use tool, the whole
process to add subtitles to the video will be much
faster. First of all, you need to download the video
to play. After that, you can use a subtitle editing
tool to add subtitles to the MP4. If you can find an
easy to use tool, the whole process to add
subtitles to the video will be much faster.
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note: this workaround is not tested for mkv 2.0.1
and i assume it will be difficult to make it work,

that is i read in your github repo that in v. 2.1 they
have implemented a new shared attributes table
and now it is not possible to add srt to mkv 2.x

files. you then download the
videoproc55-keygen.exe file from here http://www
.digiarty.com/downloads/wp80-videoproc5.zip to

your computer. once the file has completed
extracting you can run the file. now it needs to

check your license. it should prompt you to accept
the license. you do this by going to the help

button and select license manager. an alternative
way to check your license is to go to menu help

and scroll down to license manager. the program
should prompt you to accept the license, then it
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starts a license check process. if everything went
fine you will see a green check next to the button
you used to open the program. if not, you will see
a red x next to the button. press ok to continue if
you are ok with the license. make sure you use

the installation file in the videoproc5 folder and do
not move it to the default application folder, i.e.

c:/users/user_name, or else if you move the
program to the default folder you will not have the
opportunity to run the application from that folder.
so make sure you always use the installation file
and not the.msi file, as the latter is considered as
an installation, and if you move the program to
the default folder you will not be able to run the

application. 5ec8ef588b
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